Polaritonic modes in two-dimensional van der Waals materials display short in-plane wavelengths compared with light in free space. As interesting as this may look from both fundamental and applied viewpoints, such large confinement is accompanied by poor in/out optical coupling, which severely limits the application of polaritons in practical devices. Here, we quantify the coupling strength between light and 2D polaritons in both homogeneous and anisotropic films using accurate rigorous analytical methods. In particular, we obtain universal expressions for the cross sections associated with photon-polariton coupling by point and line defects, as well as with polariton extinction and scattering processes. Additionally, we find closed-form constraints that limit the maximum possible values of these cross sections. Specifically, the maximum photon-to-plasmon conversion efficiency in graphene is ∼ 10 −6 and ∼ 10 −4 for point and line scatterers sitting at its surface, respectively, when the plasmon and photon energies are comparable in magnitude. We further show that resonant particles placed at an optimum distance from the film can boost light-to-polariton coupling to order unity. Our results bear fundamental interest for the development of 2D polaritonics and the design of applications based on these excitations.
I. INTRODUCTION
The quest for optical excitations with increasing degree of spatial confinement has been recently fueled by the discovery of plasmons and other polaritonic modes sustained by atomically-thin two-dimensional (2D) van der Waals materials, such as graphene [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] and hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) [8] . These excitations display in-plane wavelengths in the range of a few nanometers at infrared frequencies, with a > 100-fold reduction in mode wavelength relative to free-space radiation [9] . As a result of such high confinement, 2D surface polaritons (SPs) encompass a large spatial concentration of electromagnetic energy that becomes appealing for producing intense optical nonlinearities [10] [11] [12] and strong interaction with quantum emitters [13] [14] [15] [16] . SPs further display high sensitivity to the environment that becomes useful to optically detect and identify small amounts of organic [17, 18] and inorganic analytes [19] . Additionally, because of the comparatively small number of atoms involved in a 2D nanostructure to support SPs, these excitations can be efficiently tuned by means of external stimuli, such as the potentials generated by electrical gates [2] [3] [4] 20] , the exposure to magnetic fields [21] , and the introduction of optical heating [9, 22, 23] , therefore holding great potential for applications in broad areas of optoelectronics [24] . These means of control also enable the exploration of new fundamental phenomena, which are further expanded by effectively creating materials with new electronic and optical properties through nanostructured gating [25] and layer stacking [26, 27] . * Electronic address: javier.garciadeabajo@nanophotonics.es Despite the benefits of achieving a strong spatial confinement, the small wavelength of 2D SPs (λ p ) compared to free-space light (λ 0 ) implies a large in-plane momentum mismatch between them that needs to be compensated in order to enable the excitation of SPs through external illumination. A common approach to overcome this problem consists in using obstacles such as tips [28] and patterned nanostructures [29] that scatter light to produce induced evanescent fields with sufficient momentum to couple to propagating SP modes, effectively breaking the photon-polariton wavelength mismatch. In particular, point scatterers (e.g., molecules, defects, and nanoparticles) are typically employed as basic elements to mediate such coupling, and besides their potential for the design of practical applications, they further provide a simple reference to quantify light-polariton coupling. Importantly, as we show below, point scatterers additionally permit us to formulate fundamental limits to the efficiency of the coupling process.
In this article, we reveal important fundamental limits to the coupling of light to 2D SPs assisted by scatterers such as point and line defects. We present our results in the form of simple and rigorous analytical expressions, delivering an exact quantitative measure of photon-to/fom-polariton coupling and polariton-topolariton scattering. To that end, we first introduce a universal characterization of 2D SPs and their associated optical fields in terms of a single parameter -the ratio of their wavelength to the film thickness-, regardless of the physical nature of the material's response. This allows us to determine the efficiency of different optical scattering channels involving incident light and polaritons, expressed in terms of universal light-polariton coupling strengths and fundamental limits to the scatterer polarizability. In particular, we find the maximum possible photon-to-polariton cross-section to be of the order of λ 3 p /λ 0 and λ 2 p /λ 0 for point and line scatterers, respectively. For graphene, the limits to in-coupling are quantified by the maximum possible ratio between the numbers of generated plasmons and incident photons N plasmon /N photon ∼ α 3 and ∼ α 2 for point and line scatterers, where α ≈ 1/137 is the fine structure constant. Besides their fundamental interest, our results provide useful tools for the design of optical devices involving the in/out-coupling of propagating light and 2D SPs.
II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We first study the scattering of incident light or incident SPs by a point scatterer sitting at the surface of a thin film, as schematically sketched in Fig. 1a . In particular, we consider the components of the scattered field that emerge from the scatterer as outgoing SPs. In what follows, we neglect retardation under the assumption that the SP modes are characterized by a large confinement ratio λ 0 /λ p (see below Appendix M). Then, the ratio λ p /d of SP wavelength to film thickness is only a function of the permittivities of the materials inside and outside the film, as illustrated in Fig. 1c for isotropic metallic films. But first, before considering films of finite thickness in more detail, we investigate the useful λ p d limit.
A. Polaritons in Atomically Thin Layers
Many of the properties of SPs in atomically thin layers (e.g, plasmons in graphene) can be accurately modeled in the zero-thickness limit, in which the material response is described via a frequency-dependent 2D conductivity σ(ω). In general, for a film material of permittivity m and thickness d, we can implicitly define a 2D conductivity σ through the relation m = 1 + 4πiσ/ωd. Figure  1c shows that this approximation (dashed curves) yields an accurate prediction of the SP wavelength down to λ p 10d, a condition commonly fulfilled in few-atomiclayer films (d ∼ nm) displaying SPs with λ p above a few tens of nanometers.
We thus focus first on a film of zero thickness characterized by a 2D conductivity σ and placed in the z = 0 plane. The electric field associated with a SP propagating along the in-plane direction x then takes the form E p (r) = E 0 [x + i sign{z}ẑ] e kp(ix−|z|) ,
which clearly satisfies the Poisson equation ∇ · E p = 0. Incidentally, we consider monochromatic fields of frequency ω with a temporal dependence given by E p (r, t) = 2Re E p (r)e −iωt . This electric field describes oscillations along the film with wave vector k p , corresponding to a SP wavelength λ p = 2π/Re{k p }, while it also implies a decay in intensity by a factor 1/e at a distance λ p /(4π) from the surface (Fig. 1b) . The parallel field component is continuous and symmetrically distributed on both sides of the film, whereas the perpendicular component is antisymmetric (Fig. 1b) and presents a jump at the film plane z = 0 in order to fulfill the boundary condition ∆( E z ) = 4πρ
ind , where the induced surface charge ρ ind is now determined from the induced surface current j ind = σE x through the continuity equation ρ ind = (−i/ω)∂ x j ind ; putting these expressions together, we readily derive the dispersion relation
where¯ = ( 1 + 2 )/2 incorporates the effect of the dielectric environment on either side of the film (Fig. 1b) and we assume σ to be isotropic. We remark that the use of the quasistatic limit is well justified upon examination of the 2D conductivity of atomic layers, which is generally described by the expres-
), where the frequency ω D acts as a Drude weight (e.g., ω D = E F /(π ) for graphene doped to a Fermi energy E F , and ω D = nd/m * for a Drude metal of thickness d, carrier density n, and effective mass m * ); the gap frequency ω g is associated with optical phonons or exitons but is zero in graphene and 2D metals; and τ is a phenomenological relaxation time. Indeed, upon insertion of this expression into the dispersion relation (Eq. (2)), we find λ p /λ 0 = αX 1 for frequencies ω that make
In what follows, we further assume long relaxation time τ , so that the SP propagation distance (for 1/e intensity decay) L p = 1/ (2Im{k p }) = (ω − ω g )τ λ p /(4π) is large compared with λ p .
B. Polariton Coupling and Scattering
The above results can be readily extended to films of finite thickness d in the quasistatic limit (λ p λ 0 ), where d provides a natural length scale in the system, and indeed, we find that light coupling can be expressed in terms of universal functions of the dimensionless ratio λ p /d, which is in turn determined by the permittivities in the film and the surrounding media, as illustrated in Fig. 1c for a metallic film. We concentrate here on SPs with p polarization (e.g., plasmons), whose in-plane wave vector k p is identified from a pole in the corresponding Fresnel reflection coefficient,
where R p is a dimensionless residue that is equally determined by the dielectric response of the film and the surrounding materials. Specifically, in the zero-thickness limit, we have [9] R p = 1 /¯ , while closed-form analytical expressions are equally obtained for homogeneous isotropic and anisotropic films (see Table II A and Appendix F). In order to estimate the ability of small scatterers to couple light into SPs, we consider a point scatterer placed right on top of the film in the upper medium of permittivity 1 (see Fig. 1b ). We describe the scatterer through an effective polarizability tensor α(ω), which permits writing the dipole induced in the scatterer in response to an external electric field E ext as p = α·E ext . The field scattered by this dipole contains components of momentum overlapping the SP dispersion relation, which originate from the pole in Eq. (3) (i.e., k = k p ), and indeed, are the only ones surviving at distant in-plane regions. Specifically, for large in-plane distance R from the dipole (i.e., |k p R| 1) the field in medium 1 (z > 0) reduces to (see Appendix A)
where
and p = (p x , p y ). Equation 4 has a similar spatial dependence as Eq. (1), withx replaced by the unit radial vectorR, and further incorporating a 1/ √ R decay that guarantees energy conservation for 2D circular waves. We seek to quantify the strength of coupling from incident light to SP modes by calculating the cross section defined by the ratio of power P scat carried by the scattered surface modes to the incident light intensity
The former can be evaluated by computing the Poynting vector for a circularly scattered wave (Eq. (4)), which requires going beyond the quasistatic limit. Instead, we use a computationally simpler, yet rigorous alternative argument based on the decay rate of the induced dipole, which leads to (see Appendix B)
and agrees with the computation based on the Poynting vector method (see detailed calculation in Appendix J). This expression is dominated by surface polaritons arising from the pole of r p (see Appendix A). Now, express-where θ is the incidence angle relative to the film normal, we assume the polarizability to be diagonal in the xyz frame with in-and out-of-plane components α x = α y and α z , respectively, and the correction factors
are introduced to account for the interaction with incident light reflected by the film, as obtained by using the Fresnel coefficients r s and r p for s and p polarization (see Appendix F). The cross section in Eq. (6) has units of area, so it can be interpreted as the portion of incident light plane wave that is effectively converted into SPs. We can proceed in a similar way to calculate the cross section σ scat point offered by the scatterer toward an impinging SP wave (see Eq. (1)) as the ratio P scat /I p , where I p is the power flux carried by the SP plane wave (i.e., the power per unit of transversal length along y). We compute this flux by comparing Eq. (5) to the angular integral of the intensity associated with the scattered SP field (Eq. (4)), which leads to (see Appendix C)
We now express the induced dipole as p = E 0 (α xx +iα zẑ ) in Eq. (5), as determined by the incident plane wave (Eq.
(1)), leading to the scattering cross-section
which has units of length and represents the portion of the incident SP that is scattered into directions other than the incident one. Additionally, we find it useful to obtain the extinction cross-section for the incident SP
which results from the surface-integrated total (i.e., incident+scattered) power flux along the forward-scattering direction (see Appendix D). Incidentally, the above results can be trivially generalized to include a finite distance z 0 from the scatterer to the film by just multiplying the polarizability by e −2πz0/λp and also correcting the coefficients A ν=±,0 . The effect of film thickness and material composition is captured both in R p and in the frequency dependence of the λ p /d ratio. For a homogeneous film of nearly lossless metallic permittivity m (i.e., Re{ m } < 0 and Im{ m } | m |), the SPs are plasmon polaritons characterized by (see Appendix F and Table II A)
and
which we plot in Fig. 1c,d for selected values of the permittivity contrast 2 / 1 . Reassuringly, we recover the zero-thickness limit (d → 0) by taking | m | → ∞ while keeping m d finite, which leads to λ p /d → −π m /¯ from Eq. (11), and consequently R p → 1 /¯ (see Fig. 1d ). Table II A also shows results for λ p and R p corresponding to anisotropic films (see Appendix F), which directly apply to SPs in hyperbolic media [8] .
C. Optical Theorem and Fundamental Limits for Polariton Scattering
Powerful constraints are imposed on the polarizatiblities of the scatterer from the fact that extinction is produced by both elastic scattering (i.e., a change in the propagation direction of the incident polariton) and inelastic absorption, so we must have σ ext ≥ σ scat . Using Eqs. (9) and (10), this condition becomes
, but in fact, separate conditions for in-and out-of-plane polarizability components can be extracted by considering two counter-propagating incident polariton waves with the same intensity, but with relative phases such that either the in-or the out-of-plane electric field component vanishes at the position of the scatterer. The induced dipole along the remaining non-vanishing component is increased by a factor of 2 relative to single-plane-wave incidence, leading to a 4-fold increase in the intensity of the elastically scattered component, also accompanied by a 2-fold increase in the extinction of each of the two incident waves. Putting these elements together, we find the conditions
where R p is defined in Eq. (3) and explicitly calculated for a metallic film in Eq. (12) . These expressions, which constitute the optical theorem for 2D SPs, have the general form
with µ i just differing by a factor of 2 between in-
2 , which clearly reveals that the possible values of α i lie within a circle or radius µ i /2 centered around α i = iµ i /2 in the complex plane, as shown in Fig. 2a . We conclude that the modulus of the polarizability and its imaginary part are both simultaneously maximized if Re{α i } = 0 and Im{α i } = µ i , corresponding to the top point of the circle represented in that figure. Direct application of these results to a scatterer with polarization either parallel or perpendicular with respect to the film leads to the relation
The maximum achievable polarizabilty is thus larger for the in-plane component (max{|α x |} > max{|α z |}), a result that we relate to its poorer coupling to SPs; indeed, a Lorentzian excitation in the scatterer decays more slowly to SPs for in-plane polarization, so it can have longer lifetime τ , and consequently, also larger on-resonance polarizability ∝ τ . Additionally, for scatterers with the strongest possible polarizability α i = iµ i , we find
for z polarization (15) depending on the orientation of the scatterer polarization. Remarkably, this result is universal, independent of thickness and dielectric properties of the film, and valid even when retardation is taken into consideration (see Appendix L).
The difference between extinction and scattering represents absorption by the scatterer. For polarization only along one direction i = x or z, the absorption crosssection σ We find it interesting to present the extinction, scattering, and absorption cross-sections normalized to the maximum extinction σ max ≡ max σ Incidentally, we have verified that Fig. 2b remains valid even when including retardation (see Appendix L), so it can be regarded as a universal result, provided the extinction and scattering cross-sections are proportional to Im{α i } and |α i | 2 , respectively, and the particle polarizability satisfies an optical-theorem constrain of the form given by Eq. (13). This is for example the case of a particle in free space, for which the optical theorem is equally given by Eq. (13) with µ i = 3λ
D. Limits to Light-Polariton Coupling
Inserting the maximum values of the polarizability obtained in the previous section (Eq. (14)) into Eq. (6), we find the maximum normal-incidence photon-to-polariton coupling cross-section
This result imposes a severe reduction in the possible coupling of incident photons to polaritons when we compare it to the minimum focal spot in tightly-focused light beams (see Fig. 3a ).
We find it useful to estimate the maximum coupling efficiency by computing the ratio of polaritons produced per incident photon, N polariton /N photon . This quantity must be equal to the ratio of SP-scattered to incident powers P scat /P beam . However, the former is proportional to the light intensity at the position of the scatterer, which obviously depends on the angular profile of the light beam. We consider two relevant configurations for light focusing: a standard diffraction-limited Gaussian beam [31] and an optimally-focused beam that maximizes the intensity at the spot center, for which we find a ratio of focal-spot intensity to beam power given
1 /c with g = 0.4646 and 2/3, respectively (see Appendix G), where we ignore reflection at the film surface for simplicity. Now, we evaluate P scat using Eq. (5), where we consider an incident beam with electric field along x in the focal spot (i.e., |p x | = √ A 0 |α x E x | and p y = p z = 0). Using the maximum in-plane polarizability (Eq. (14)), we find for the normal-incidence coupling efficiency the fundamental limit
Because of the wide interest driven by plasmon polaritons in graphene, we now apply Eq. (17) to these excitations, whose wavelength depends on the doping Fermi energy E F as λ p /λ 0 = (2α/¯ )E F / ω [9] . In this material, we can safely apply the zero-thickness limit (R p = 1 /¯ ) and neglect beam reflection
which becomes of the order of α 3 ∼ 10 −6 for ω ∼ E F . This result is plotted in Fig. 3b for both Gaussian and optimally-focused beams, showing a dramatic boost in Maximum number of plasmons generated per incident photon N plasmon /N photon for coupling to point (orange curves) or line (purple curves) defects in graphene as a function of photon energy normalized to the doping Fermi energy E F . We consider beams with either Gaussian (solid curves) or optimally-focused (dashed curves) profiles.
efficiency as the photon energy is reduced relative to E F , reaching a value N plasmon /N photon ≈ 0.26% for selfstanding graphene
The polariton-to-photon (out-)coupling efficiency is also an important magnitude that we can work out from the above results using the reciprocity theorem, or alternatively, by integrating the far-field Poynting vector generated by the scatterer upon SP irradiation (i.e.,
) for upper-hemisphere emission). Dividing this result by the SP power flux I p (Eq. (8)), noticing that p = E 0 (α xx + iα zẑ ) is the dipole produced upon SP plane wave irradiation, and neglecting again surface reflection for simplicity, we find an associated cross-section
and from here, using Eq. (14), a maximum out-coupling efficiency
is obtained for a scatterer with in-plane polarization and 1/4 times this value for out-of-plane orientation.
E. Coupling through a Line Defect
Line defects offer a way of generating polariton plane waves and constitute interesting elements to control polariton propagation. Scattering by line defects in graphene has been considered following semi-analytical methods [32, 33] . Here, we can obtain limits to polariton coupling and scattering by line defects by representing them as a chain of closely spaced dipoles, for which we can use the results obtained in the preceding paragraphs. We thus define the polarizability and dipole densities A = α/L and P = p/L for a line defect extending along y by normalizing to the defect length L. Assuming incident light or SP fields under normal incidence with respect to y for the sake of concreteness, the scattered field is easily obtained by integrating Eq. (4) along y in the |k p x| 1 limit, which produces an electric field like Eq. (1) with E 0 replaced by
(see Appendix E). Obviously, polarization along y does not couple to SPs propagating along x. For SP incidence (see Eq. (1)), the dipoles take the form P x = A x E 0 and P z = iA z E 0 , which upon insertion into the scattered field permit us to obtain the reflection and transmission coefficients of the line scat-
and t = 1 + r, respectively. We can now obtain limits to the line polarizability by imposing the condition of nonnegative absorption 1 − |t| 2 − |r| 2 ≥ 0, which results in
. Arguing again that we can superimpose two counter-propagating SPs that cancel either the x or z field component, we obtain two individual conditions for the polarizabilities A i expressed by Eq. (13) with
We note that this condition is the same for both i = x and i = z. Incidentally, a maximum possible absorption of 50% is achieved for r = −1/2, which implies Re{A x + A z } = 0 and Im{A x + A z } = µ i /2. This condition is compatible with the optical theorem just derived for the line scatterer (i.e., Im{A i } ≤ µ i ). Additionally, we find |r| ≤ 1, with the equality being reached if the polarizability takes the maximum possible value A i = iµ i .
The photon-to-polariton coupling cross-section is now given as the ratio of the SP scattered power P scat to the incident light intensity. Using Eq. (8) 
for the maximum possible in-coupling cross-section. We can also convert the above result into a photon-topolariton conversion efficiency by invoking the relation
between the electric field intensity at the focus and the beam power per unit length L for Gaussian (g = 0.1887) and optimally-focused (g = 1/4) line beams (see Appendix G) using the same procedure as for point scatterers. We find
2 . For graphene plasmons, this ratio becomes
which is of the order of α 2 ∼ 10 −4 for ω ∼ E F , but can be boosted at low frequencies as shown in Fig. 3b . Comparing the value N plasmon /N photon ≈ 0.16% obtained from this expression for ω = 0.1 E F in self-standing graphene with 0.26% for point scatterers (see above), line scatterers are less efficient per photon at the energy under consideration and become even comparatively worse as the ratio ω/E F is reduced.
Out-coupling from polaritons to photons is also limited by the optical theorem, leading to a maximum conversion fraction (8)), assuming the maximum possible polarizabilities |A i | = µ i . We note that this fraction has the same order of magnitude and wavelength scaling ∼ (λ p /λ 0 ) 2 as the incoupling fraction for a tightly-focused light beam.
F. Coupling through a Linear Edge
The linear edge of a film constitutes a special case of line scatterer. In the zero-thickness limit for a selfsustained semi-infinite film, using the notation of Eq.
(1), the polariton amplitude has been shown to satisfy the relation E 0 = √ 2E ext relative to a normally incident light field E ext [34] . Converting this relation to a photon-to-polariton cross-section (with units of length, as it is normalized to the edge length L) and using Eq. (with parameter 1 = 2 = 1 and R p = 1 appropriate for a self-standing thin film), indicating that the edge is already attaining the maximum possible coupling efficiency, with all of the generated polaritons obviously directed only along one direction away from the edge.
G. Optimization of Light-SP Coupling through Scatterer-Film Separation
An interesting observation comes from the fact that the point scattering efficiency depends on the separation z 0 between the scatterer and the film surface through an exponential factor e −kpz0 ≈ e −2πz0/λp in the SP field. In particular, the scatterer dipole induced by an incident SP plane wave then becomes p = e −2πz0/λp E 0 (α xx + iα zẑ ). Repeating the analysis of the preceding sections with this factor in mind, we find the proportionalities σ Consequently, a finite z 0 allows us to enhance the lightpolariton coupling efficiency without affecting polaritonpolariton processes. This result for the maximum possible in-coupling crosssection is however conditioned to finding particles that can actually reach the predicted limit of max{α}. As we show below, an optimum distance can be found when considering a realistic model for the scatterer polarizability. In practice, actual scatterers (e.g., nanoparticles or molecules placed close to the film, or even protrusions and corrugations) present additional intrinsic loss channels, which limit the exponential increase with z 0 just predicted for σ in−coup point . In order to illustrate this point, we consider a particle hosting a spectrally-isolated resonance. As shown in Appendix H, the particle polarizability including its interaction with the film can be approximated as
where p 0 is an effective excitation dipole moment,ω 0 is the resonance frequency after accounting for the shift produced by image interaction with the film, and the γ terms describe decay rates associated with different channels, namely, internal inelastic decay (γ in ), decay into radiation in the homogeneous 1 host medium (γ homo ), and coupling to the film dominated by SPs (γ film ). The latter admits the expression (see Appendix B)
which combined with Eq. (20), and neglecting γ homo as a radiative correction, allows us to write the maximum polarizability (achieved at the resonance frequency ω = ω 0 ) as
This result constitutes a generalization of Eq. (14), with which it coincides for non-lossy particles (γ in = 0) and z 0 = 0. Incidentally, in spite of the fact that our methods are based on classical electrodynamics, a factor 1/ shows up in γ film , which arises when following the semiclassical prescription of dividing the dipole-emitted power by the photon energy ω in order to convert it into a rate. The above analysis allows us to address the optimum choice of z 0 needed to maximize the in-coupling cross-section, which has an explicit distance dependence given by σ As an example of a realistic scenario, we note that gold and silver disk-like nanoparticles of reduced size (< 100 nm diameter) can already produce γ 0 film γ in for a plasmon wavelength λ p = 200 nm at visible frequencies (see Appendix H and L); these particles are therefore small compared with λ p (i.e., they act as dipolar scatterers), but large enough as to undergo strong coupling to SPs, greatly exceeding the rate of internal inelastic decay. In this respect, silver is a better option than gold because γ in is ∼ 3 times smaller [35] (21 meV compared with 71 meV). High-index dielectric particles offer another alternative, as they can sustain Mie resonances with γ in = 0, so that coupling to SPs is limited by the radiative decay rate γ homo , which plays the same role as γ in in the above analysis. Ignoring for simplicity the modification produced in γ homo by the presence of the film, we can approximate it as γ homo = 4f
3 ) (i.e., the emission rate from a p 0 dipole oscillating at frequency ω in a homogeneous 1 dielectric material [36] , where f is a local-field correction factor discussed in Appendix I), from which we find an increase in incoupling cross-section for in-plane polarization by a factor γ
3 . Multiplying this result by Eq. (16) , and assuming f ≈ 1 and A 0 ≈ 1 for clarity, we obtain max σ in−coup particle ≈ 3λ 2 0 /(8π 1 ), which remarkably coincides with the maximum absorption cross-section of a dipolar scatterer inside a medium of permittivity 1 (incidentally this is in turn a factor of 4 smaller than the maximum possible extinction cross-section of a lossless dipolar scatterer). We conclude that, in combination with tightly focused light beams, suitably chosen noble-metal and dielectric nanoparticles can be used to increase the photonpolariton in-coupling efficiency to unity order. Additionally, resonant molecules placed in a transparent host and held at cryogenic temperatures have been shown to perform as reasonably strong two-level systems [37] , thus suggesting a possible realization of lossless scatterers for optimum light-SP in-coupling efficiency.
III. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The analytical limits to the polarizability of point and line scatterers formulated above (see summary in Table  II G) impose a severe restriction on the ability of small elements to couple light and polaritons. These quantities have a smooth dependence on the dielectric environment, including a correction factor |R p | that we plot in Fig. 4 for plasmons in thin silver films and hyperbolic phonon polaritons in hBN.
The combination of these scatterers with other elements can boost coupling by enhancing the field intensity to which they are exposed. This is the case of metallic tips, which are extensively used in scanning nearfield optical microscopy to yield spectrally-filtered images of polaritons and their interactions with structured films [28, [41] [42] [43] . Indeed, roughly modeling the tip as a perfect-conductor ellipsoid, the intensity enhancement at the tip apex scales as (1+AR) 2 with its aspect ratio (AR =length/diameter, typically 1), a factor that must be multiplied by σ in−coup point to produce the actual in-coupling cross-section in this configuration. Our results also impose severe restrictions on in-plane polariton optics. Remarkably, the maximum extinction and scattering crosssections of small scatterers are ∼ λ p , independent of film thickness and dielectric environment.
As a viable alternative, our calculations support the use of resonant nanoparticles placed at an optimum distance from the film in order to boost the in-coupling efficiency, which for an optimally designed scatterer could reach a coupling conversion fraction N photon /N polariton ∼ 1 for nearly lossless particles. This specific proposal should be readily attainable with currently available nanofabrication technology, either using lithographycally patterned high-index resonators or colloids deposited on the targeted SP-supporting film.
Alternative methods to excite SPs in thin films appear at a disadvantage compared with this proposal. In particular, one could use photoluminescent particles (e.g., quantum dots), which couple preferentially to SPs rather ). The latter is plotted for self-standing films over the two narrow mid-infrared spectral ranges exhibiting hyperbolic behavior (Re{ x}Re{ z } < 0). Noble metal films in (a,c) are considered to be fully embedded in silicon, silica, or air (see legend in (c)). We take the dielectric functions of hBN [38] , silica [39] , and silicon [40] from tabulated experimental data, while we use the Drude-like Eq. (H5) for gold and silver.
than radiation when placed near a SP-supporting film (i.e., γ film γ homo ); however, the emitted SPs are incoherent relative to the light used for primary excitation, in contrast to the SP field produced by the elastic scattering here investigated; additionally, the excitation cross-section needed to produce photoluminescence can be strongly reduced by broadening of the targeted initial particle transition due to interaction with the film, thus resulting in a much poorer photon-to-SP coupling efficiency.
In brief, our results provide some basic tools to understand and quantify light-polariton coupling and inplane polariton scattering in 2D materials, while they allow us to explore optimum coupling geometries, such as the resonant particle proposed above. An extension to include retardation becomes necessary when the polariton wavelength is not much smaller than the light wavelength, for which we essentially follow the same analytical procedure as above (see Appendix M for more details). However, the degree of confinement is reduced in this regime, characterized by loosely bound SP modes that are less amenable to the applications discussed in the introduction. Multipolar scatterers constitute another useful extension, for which we expect higher bounds to the light-polariton coupling, increasing with the multipolar order [44] ; indeed, these elements should couple less efficienty (and therefore decay more slowly) to polaritons, and consequently, their SP-limited width should be smaller, translating into higher bounds to the cross sections under investigation. The combination of several point or line scatterers provides a practical recipe to produce multipolar scatterers, and we anticipate that such arrays could indeed reach larger light-polariton coupling by exploiting lattice resonances at the in-plane polariton wavelength [45] .
APPENDIX Appendix A: Scattered SP Field Produced by a Point Dipole near a SP-Supporting Film
The electric field produced by a dipole p placed at r inside a homogeneous medium of permittivity 1 reduces in the quasistatic limit to E homo = −∇φ homo , where [30] 
is the electrostatic potential, we use the notation r = (R, z) with R = (x, y), and the rightmost expression stems from the 2D momentum representation of the Coulomb potential. In the presence of a planar interface at z = 0, we find it useful to relate the reflected field to the Fresnel coefficient for p polarization r p (k , ω). For this purpose, we consider a p-polarized electromagnetic plane wave [46] (k k z1 + k 2 ẑ) e ik ·R−ikz1z incident from z > 0 and its reflection r p (−k k z1 + k 2 ẑ) e ik ·R+ikz1z .
In the quasistatic limit (c → ∞), we have k z1 = 1 ω 2 /c − k 2 → ik , which permits us to write the sum of incident and reflected fields as −∇φ in terms of a potential φ = −k (e k z −r p e −k z ) e ik ·R . We conclude that each component e ik ·(R−R )+k (z−z ) in the incident potential of the dipole (Eq. (A1)) generates a reflected potential −r p e ik ·(R−R )−k (z+z ) . Performing this substitution in Eq. (A1), we find the reflected potential in the z > 0 region
where the second line is obtained by first making the replacement ∇ → −∇ R +ẑ ∂ z and then specifying the dipole position at r = (0, 0, z 0 ). We now argue that SPs are signaled by a divergence of r p at k = k p , so we use Eq. (3) to work out the k integral analytically, leaving us with a dimensionless factor R p that is a smooth function of k and can be approximated by its value at k = k p (see Eq. (3)). Indeed, any k -independent term in r p contributes as ∝ 1/|r − r | to the integral in Eq. (A2), or equivalently, an electric field that decays as ∼ 1/R 3 at large in-plane distances R; as we are interested in surface modes with slower decay ∼ 1/ √ R, such terms can be dismissed, and we further argue that any divergence-free term in r p will contribute negligibly at large distances. Integration over the angle of k in Eq. (A2) produces a Bessel function J 0 (k R) that in the |k p R| 1 limit leads to the asymptotic approximation [47] 
to which only non-resonant terms ∝ 1/r 3 are incorporated by extending the range of integration down to −∞ and replacing k 2 + 0 + for k in e −k z ; then, by closing the contour in the upper (for the e ik R term) or lower (for e −ik R ) complex plane in k , and neglecting non-resonant contributions from branching points, the r p pole (in the upper plane because Im{k p } > 0) is found to contribute only through the outward wave as
Finally, using this expression in Eq. (A2), performing the spatial derivatives via the substitution ∇ = ik pR (i.e., neglecting terms that decay faster than 1/ √ R), taking z 0 = 0, and multiplying by −∇ = −ik p (R + iẑ) to compute the scattered electric field from the potential, we readily obtain Eq. (4). We note that for finite dipolefilm separation z 0 the field carries an additional factor e −kpz0 .
Appendix B: Scattered SP Power Produced by a Point Dipole
Neglecting inelastic losses in the film, the power carried by the scattered SP field must be equal to P scat = ωΓ film , where Γ film is the dipole decay rate. In a homogeneous dielectric, the decay rate (Γ homo ∝ 1/c
3 ) is dominated by coupling to radiation and vanishes in the quasistatic limit under consideration, but in the vicinity of a film the reflected field provides a nonzero contribution arising from coupling to SPs. More precisely, we have [36] 
Approximating r p by the pole contribution of the dominant SP (plasmon-pole approximation, see Eq. (3)), and noting that in the limit of negligible inelastic losses k p must have an infinitesimal positive imaginary part, we find Im{r p } ≈ π|R p |k p δ(k − k p ), which upon insertion into Eq. (B1) and multiplication by ω directly yields
and from here, with k p ≈ 2π/λ p and z 0 = 0, we obtain Eq. (5).
Appendix C: Power Flux Associated with a SP Plane Wave
We intend to find the power flux I p carried by a SP plane wave (see Eq. (1)), defined as the propagated power per unit of transversal length. Obviously, this quantity must be proportional to |E 0 | 2 ; we can derive a general expression for it that applies to any type of film by considering the field scattered by a dipole (Eq. (4)), approximating the circular SP wavefront as a plane wave for each direction R in the |k p R| 1 limit, and integrating over in-plane scattering directions. More precisely, we have
where R dϕ is the element of transversal length in the circular wavefront and we replace the PW intensity |E 0 | 2 by the scattered field intensity |E scat | 2 (cf. Eqs. (1) and (4)). Inserting Eq. (4) in this expression, we find
and comparison with Eq. (B2) finally yields
, and from here Eq. (8) with k p ≈ 2π/λ p .
Appendix D: Surface-Polariton Extinction
Cross-Section
We obtain the extinction cross-section for an incident SP plane wave (Eq. (1)) by integrating the total SP field intensity for large |k p R| near the forward scattering direction. In fact, we only need to consider the out-of-plane field component right outside the film, as the in-plane component has the same intensity and is just −π/2 out of phase, while the z dependence is common for incident and scattered waves. The integrated field intensity is then given by
The square of the E 0 term in this expression is independent of y (the in-plane coordinate transversal to the propagation direction x), and therefore, it produces a contribution L|E 0 | 2 proportional to the lateral beam size L. The square of the second term was considered above, integrated over scattering directionsR to yield the scattered power; however, near the forward direction, this term has a 1/R dependence that makes it vanish in the |k p R| 1 limit. The remaining interference term can be understood as the portion of incident beam that is extincted by interaction with the scatterer; when normalized to |E 0 | 2 , it should give a negative length that is subtracted from the L contribution of the direct beam, and consequently, it represents an extinction cross-section with units of length, which we thus write as
Noticing that the exponential term in this integral produces fast sign cancellations in the far-field limit (|k p R| 1) unless R ≈ x, we can approximate R − x ≈ y 2 /2x in the exponent, as well as R ≈ x andR ≈x in the rest of the expression. Additionally, we set the dipole induced by the incident SP plane wave (see Eq. (1)) as p = E 0 (α xx + iα zẑ ), which permits writing (see Eq. (4))
With the change of variable θ = y k p /(2x), we are left with the integral [49] dθ exp(iθ 2 ) = √ π e iπ/4 , so the above expression directly leads to Eq. (10), where we approximate R p ≈ |R p | and k p ≈ 2π/λ p under the assumption of negligible film-material losses. Incidentally, for finite scattered-film separation z 0 , the above expression is simply corrected by a factor e −kpz0 . and directly leads to
In the spirit of the plasmon-pole approximation (Eq. (3)), we write
, which is invariant under sign changes of k x and has the same pole structure as Eq. (3). Using this in Eq. (E1) and integrating in the complex plane for k x , we find the scattered field to reduce to a plane wave like Eq. (1) 
. A similar analysis can be carried out for the upward light emission from the line of dipoles, each of them contributing with a field proportional to k
ik1r /r, where k = ω/c and k 1 = k √ 1 . Integrating over y, this expression yields a field k
Finally, integrating the Poynting vector resulting from this field over the upper hemisphere of emission directions, we finally get a radiated power (2π
, which we use in the main text to calculate the polariton-to-photon coupling efficiency by a line scatterer.
Appendix F: Polariton Dispersion Relation and Reflection Coefficients
A thin film of finite thickness with low-loss metallic permittivity (i.e., Re{ m } < 0 and Im{ m } −Re{ m }) supports plasmons, the dispersion relation of which is determined by the Fabry-Perot condition 1 − r p,m1 r p,m2 e 2ikzmd = 0, where r p,mj = (
is the Fresnel coefficient for reflection of p waves at the planar interface formed by the metal and the surrounding medium j, while k zj = k 2 j − k 2 is the normal light wave vector in medium j. We are interested in the λ p λ 0 limit, so we neglect retardation, which allows us to write r p,mj ≈ ( j − m )/( j + m ) and k zj ≈ ik , and from here the plasmon dispersion relation reduces to
which is recast in terms of the polariton wavelength in Eq. (11) and reduces to Eq. (2) in the zero-thickness
The reflection residue R p is obtained from the Fresnel reflection coefficient of the film from medium 1
where t p,mj = 2
are the in and out transmission coefficients at the jm interface. We then substitute r p,m1 r p,m2 by e −2ikzmd evaluated at k = k p (i.e., the noted FabryPerot condition for the SP mode), and expand everything to first order in k − k p to produce the result shown in Eq. (12) and Table II A. For completeness, we note that the film reflection coefficient for s polarization is given by Eq. (F1) with p replaced by s, r s,mj = (k zm − k zj )/(k zm + k zj ), t s,mj = 2k zm /(k zm +k zj ), and t s,jm = 2k zj /(k zm +k zj ), and in the quasistatic limit we have r s,mj ≈ 0 and t s,mj , t s,jm ≈ 1.
For anisotropic films characterized by permittivities x = y and z for in-and out-of-plane polarization, respectively, the above results need to be amended by (1) replacing m by x and (2) taking
for p polarization and k zm = k 2 x − k 2 for s polariza-
tion. An analysis similar to the homogeneous metallic film leads to the expressions for λ p and R p given in Table II A.
Appendix G: Maximum Field Produced by a Focused Light Beam
In order to quantify the maximum photon-to-polariton conversion efficiency, we first need to determine the ratio |E x | 2 /P beam between the light intensity acting on the scatterer and the power P beam carried by the focused beam. We take the beam to be in a homogeneous medium of permittivity 1 and consider a point scatterer at the focal point with in-plane polarization along x. The beam can be constructed as the superposition of plane waves of polarization σ (=s, p), parallel wave vector k , and unit polarization vectorê 
A Gaussian beam corresponds to the choice of coefficients [31] a k σ =x ·ê
, where β controls the degree of focusing. The field is maximized for β = 0, which produces a ratio |E x | 2 /P beam ≈ 0.4646 k 2 √ 1 /c. However, this is not the optimum solution that yields the maximum possible value of the ratio under consideration. Direct application of the Lagrange multiplier method yields the optimum choice a k s ∝ −k y k 1 /(k k z1 ) and a k p ∝ k x /k , which upon insertion in the above integrals yields |E x | 2 /P beam = (2/3)k 2 √ 1 /c. Incidentally, a similar procedure can be followed to include the effect of reflection by the film, simply by multiplying the coefficients a k σ in the expression for E x by either 1 + r s or 1 − r p for σ = s or p polarization, respectively, which involves materials and thickness-dependent reflection coefficients r σ . For simplicity, we ignore this effect in our calculations of the |E x | 2 /P beam ratio.
We now repeat the above procedure for a line scatterer with translational invariance along y by considering only p waves with parallel wave vectors k x. The ratio of the focal-spot intensity to the beam power now becomes
for Gaussian and optimally-focused beams, where L is the normalization scatterer length along y.
Appendix H: Effective Polarizability of a Particle near a Film
The 3 × 3 polarizability tensor of a particle characterized by a resonance frequency ω 0 can be approximated as [50] 
when placed in a homogeneous environment in the absence of the film, where p 0 acts as an effective resonance transition dipole and we have split the decay rate into two components, namely, γ in for intrinsic inelastic processes and γ homo = 4f
for coupling to radiation in the surrounding 1 material [36] (see discussion on the local-field correction factor f below). The dipole induced on the particle in response to an external electric field E ext is simply given by p = α part E ext . This expression holds even when the particle is near a film surface, provided we substitute E ext by the sum of incident and surface-reflected fields. The latter consists of the reflection of both the incident field and the field that is self-consistently generated by the dipole. We seek to obtain an effective polarizability for the particle in the presence of the film, defined in accordance with the convention used in the main text, in such as way that it gives the induced dipole when multiplied by the sum of incident and specularly reflected fields (i.e., the reflection of the field produced by the induced dipole is already included in the polarizability). We denote this field sum as E inc (incidentally, the coefficients defined in Eq. (7) is meant to compensate precisely for the difference between E ext and E inc ), and write the self-consistent dipole as p = α(E inc +G·p), where G·p is the additional surface-reflected component produced by the dipole and acting back on itself, which is obviously proportional to p through a 3 × 3 matrix G. The effective polarizability tensor that relates p to E inc then reduces to
We readily obtain G from the surface reflection of the dipole field −∇φ ref (see Eq. (A2)), which leads to coincides with decay rate discussed in Eq. (B1), here specified for a dipole strength p 0 (i.e., the effective particle excitation dipole, rather than the field-induced dipole). Using again the plasmon-pole approximation for r p (i.e., assuming a negligibly small imaginary part of k p and writing Im{r p } ≈ πR p k p δ(k − k p ) from Eq. (3)), we obtain the result given in Eq. (21) of the main text, which coincides with P scat /( ω) for z 0 = 0 (see Eq. (5), with p 0 substituted for p). At resonance (ω =ω 0 ), we readily find from Eq. (20) a maximum purely imaginary effective polarizability
In what follows, we neglect radiative decay under the assumption that it is small compared with intrinsic losses (i.e., γ homo γ film ). Reassuringly, from Eqs. (21) and (H3) we recover the limit of Eq. (14) in the absence of intrinsic losses (γ in = 0), while for lossy particles we obtain Eq. (22) (see main text), which predicts a maximum polarizability reduced by a factor 1/(1+γ in /γ film ); if coupling to SPs in the film is large compared to intrinsic inelastic decay (i.e., γ film γ in ), the particle behaves as a lossless scatterer. We are therefore interested in studying the fraction γ film /γ in in a realistic scenario.
We focus on metal nanoparticles hosting a spectrallyisolated plasmon resonance j at a light wavelength that is sufficiently large compared with the particle size as to neglect retardation effects. The particle polarizability (for clarity, we discuss a scalar component along the polarization direction) then reduces to [51] 
where m is the metal permittivity, while V j and ε j are a volume and (real) permittivity eigenvalue associated with the specific mode j. We now consider a plasmonic metal described through a permittivity
where b (taken as 1 in Fig. 1 for simplicity) is introduced to account for inner-shell electron polarization (e.g., b = 9.5 and 4.0 in gold and silver, respectively). The other two parameters can be approximated as [35] ω bulk = 9.06 eV and γ in = 71 meV ( ω bulk = 9.17 eV and γ in = 21 meV) in gold (silver). Upon insertion of this permittivity into Eq. (H4), we find a polarizability given by Eq. (H1) with a resonance frequency ω 0 = ω bulk / √ b − 1 ε j and an effective excitation dipole
In the derivation of this result, we have neglected a frequency-independent term that is usually small compared with the plasmon contribution. The sum of V j for all modes j is known to be equal to the particle volume V [51] , but we consider for simplicity an oblate ellipsoid with rotational axis along z and polarization along its diameter; then, the particle only hosts one dipolar mode j, the parameters of which are
2 is the depolarization factor, r > 1 is the diameter-to-height aspect ratio, and ∆ = √ r 2 − 1. We are now prepared to evaluate γ film /γ in with the help of Eq. (H6), which leads to γ film /γ in = F (R p / 1 )e −4πz0/λp for p 0 oriented parallel to the film (i.e., with the rotation axis of the prolate ellipsoid normal to the film and polarization along the diameter), where we have defined the prefactor
while the rest of the factors ((R p / 1 )e −4πz0/λp ) have unity order for z 0 λ p and we have approximated ω 0 ≈ω 0 . Applying this expression to gold oblate ellipsoids of 100 nm diameter and 20 nm height (i.e., r = 5), embedded in an 1 = 2 medium, and coupled to film polaritons of wavelength λ p = 200 nm, we find ω 0 = 1.9 eV and F = 5 (for silver, we obtain ω 0 = 2.1 eV and F = 32), thus establishing γ film γ in , so that internal inelastic losses play a relatively small role and the maximum possible polarizability derived in the present work can be indeed approached. Numerical results are presented in the Appendix L for gold and silver spheres and disks, further supporting this conclusion for a wide range of attainable geometrical parameters.
In this section, we provide an alternative derivation of Eq. (5) of the main text based on the Poynting vector, for which we perform fully electrodynamic calculations because we need the magnetic field that otherwise vanishes in the quasistatic limit. We focus on the system depicted in Figure 1b , with a dipole p placed right above the z = 0 planar interface that separates regions of permittivities 1 and m . For reference, we divide space into the three regions I, II, and III defined by the conditions z > 0, −d < z < 0, and z < −d, and filled with materials of permittivities 1 , m , and 2 , respectively.
The electric field produced by a dipole p placed at r = (0, 0, z ) in a homogeneous medium of permittivity 1 can be written as [45] 
, the + and − sign must be chosen for z > z and z < z , respectively, and the square roots are taken to yield a positive imaginary part. Noticing that the unit vectork 
is the 3 × 3 identity matrix, we can rewrite Eq. (J1) as
From this expression, the magnetic field can be obtained via Ampere's law (i.e., H = ∇ × E/(ik)), which by making the replacement ∇ → ik ± 1 inside the integral and using the identitiesk As we are interested in obtained the reflected field produced by the dipole in region I, we consider waves moving downward from the dipole position at r (i.e.,ê for different polynomials P (k ). We use azimuthal coordinates k = (k , ϕ k ) and R = (R, ϕ), as well as the abbreviation Jm ≡ Jm(k R). Reproduced from Ref. [36] .
We aim to study surface-polariton modes supported by the film in region II, and specifically, we concentrate on modes signaled by the poles of r p , which include plasmons in thin films. Incidentally, a similar study could be carried out for the poles of r s , which describe for example some of the guided modes in sufficientlythick or sufficiently-high-refractive-index planar waveguides. Consequently, we dismiss r s terms in the present study and approximate r p ≈ R p k p /(k − k p ) (Eq. (3) in the main text), where k p is the in-plane wave vector of the mode under consideration. We first proceed by carrying out the integral over the azimuthal angle of k with the help of the expressions compiled in Table III . This integration generates Bessel functions J n (k R), which have the asymptotic behavior J n (k R) ≈ (2πk R) −1/2 [e i(k R−π/4−nπ/2) +e −i(k R−π/4−nπ/2) ] in the |k R| 1 limit. For the remaining radial integral, we proceed in a similar way as explained in the above Appendix sections: the contribution to the field associated with the mode at k = k p is dominated by the pole in r p ; we then extend the integral down to k = −∞ and integrate in the complex k plane by closing contours in the upper and lower half-planes for the terms ∝ e ik R and ∝ e −ik R , respectively; finally, noticing that Im{k p } > 0, only the first of these terms is found to make a contribution to the resulting scattered field, which becomes 
where Ω = ik p / k 2 1 − k 2 p fully captures the effect of retardation. Indeed, one has Ω = 1 in the quasistatic limit, and in particular, Eq. (J3a) then reduces to Eq. (4) of the main text. In what follows we adopt this limit, but still retain an overall factor of k in the expressions for the magnetic field (Eq. (J3b)).
We now proceed in a similar way to obtain the fields in regions II and III, just be replacing the polarization vectors with those propagating in the corresponding media, and by making use of the self-consistent transmission and reflection coefficients of the involved interfaces (see Section K). After some lengthy but straightforward algebra, the resulting scattered fields associated with the mode under consideration reduce to . (e,k) Resonant value of the polarizability (Im{α(ω0)}) as a function of particle diameter D. We normalize the polarizability either to the volume of the particles (left axis, solid curves) or to the maximum polarizability of a lossless two-level scatterer αmax = 3λ Retardation factor for the lowest-energy plasmons sustained by gold (solid curves) and silver (dashed curves) films of different thicknesses d embedded in an = 2 material. The inset shows the corresponding plasmon dispersion relations. The metals are described using the same dielectric functions as in Figure 5 .
